
specific variation of movement, which the host needs to 
know. It is also important to know that the fusuma (sliding 
door) at the hostʼs entrance is kept open during the temae 
session when a portable brazier is used, which is not the case 
for thick tea temae and thin tea temae using a ro.
薄茶点前は、草の濃茶点前をもう一段簡略化し、帛紗捌き

も最も簡略化した草捌きの点前である。春夏の風炉点前と、
秋冬の炉点前があり、それぞれに、棚を用いる点前と、棚のな
い点前（平点前）がある。ほかに、季節の趣向の点前がいくつ
かあり、すべて小習である。小間では棚は用いず、広間では
棚を用いても用いなくてもよいが、棚の扱いは、棚ごとに確認
が必要である。また、風炉の薄茶点前では、茶道口の襖をあ
けたままにする。→棚
【PREPARATION OF THIN TEA SERVICE USING A 

MARU-JOKU AND A FURO】(1) A water jar is placed on the 
bottom shelf of the cabinet, and a thin-tea caddy (natsume) 
on the top. (2) Prepare a kensui (portable basin) with a lid rest 
in it and a ladle on the rim. (3) Have a water pitcher 
(mizutsugi) prepared with a wiping cloth on the lid.
【PROCEDURE EXAMPLE】(1) Sit at the entrance with a 
tea bowl on the floor to the tatetsuke side in front of you. 

Bow and say, “Let me serve thin tea.”(1) (2) Pick up the 
bowl and hold it in both hands. Walk to the exhibiting 
cabinet, and put it by the left wall (2a). Pick up the thin-tea 
caddy with the right hand, put it on the floor in front and to 

the right of the water jar (2b). Pick up the bowl with the 
left hand, pass it to the right hand, re-hold it with the left 
hand and put it down in front and to the left of the water jar, 
side by side with the caddy (2c). (3) Go fetch the kensui 

(portable basin) holding it with the left hand (3a). Sit down 
at imae with the kensui, put it down on the floor (3b) , pick 
up the ladle (hishaku) with the left hand, hold it in kagami-
bishaku (3c), take the lid rest with the right hand, put it 

down by the near left corner of the furo (3d), hold the ladle 
in the right hand, and put it down on the lid rest (3e). 
Move the kensui a little closer to the furo. (4) Adjust your 
position. (5) Pick up the bowl with the right hand (4 oʼclock 
position), hold it with the left hand at 9 oʼclock, re-hold it 
with the right hand at 3 oʼclock, and put it down centered in 
front of you. This is called mite-dori (three hand movements) 
(5). (6) Pick up the caddy with the right hand and put it 

down between the bowl and yourself (6). (7) Take your 

fukusa from your waist, fold it into twenty-fourths (7a), 
pick up the natsume with the left hand, clean it with the 
fukusa (7b), and place it where the bowl was before, in 
front of the water jar (7c). (8) Unfold and fold the fukusa 
into twelfths, hold it in the left hand, pick up the tea scoop 
with the right hand, wipe it with fukusa (8), and put it on 
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the caddy, a little off center, closer to the fire side: this is 
called higawa (fire side). (9) Pick up and put the chasen (whisk) 
in front and to the right of the cabinet, side by side with the 
caddy (9). Draw the bowl closer. (10) At this point, the 
fukusa is folded in twenty-fourths in the left hand. Unfold it 
into twelfths with the right hand, and hold it between the 
index and middle fingers of the left hand (A male host should 
unfold it and tuck it into his waist). Perform kagami-bishaku, 
holding the ladle between the left thumb and index at the 
middle node, use the fukusa with the right hand to lift the 

cauldron lid (10) and put it on the lid rest. (11) Put the 
fukusa folded in twelfths down in back of the kensui. Pick up 
the wiping cloth, and put it on the cauldron lid (11). (12) 
Re-hold the ladle in the right hand, use it to pour hot water 

from the cauldron to the bowl (12). (13) Put the ladle on 

the cauldron edge by oki-bishaku* (13). (14) Carry out 
chasen toshi and discard the water into the kensui (14). (15) 

Dry the bowl with the wiping cloth (15). (16) Pick up the 
tea scoop with the right hand, draw it over the right knee, 

and invite the guests to eat sweets (16). (17) Take the 
caddy lid off, scoop powdered tea into the bowl (17), put 
the lid back on, put the caddy back, and put the tea scoop 
back on top of it. (18) Take the lid off the water jar and lean 

it against the left side of the jar (18). (19) Use the ladle to 
pour hot water into the bowl (19a), and put the ladle back 

in kiri-bishaku (19b). (20) Use the whisk to make tea (20). 
(21) Pick up the bowl with the right hand, place it on the left 
palm, turn it twice clockwise and offer it to the main guest 

(21). (22) When the main guest has taken his first sip, pick 
up the fukusa and tuck it in at the waist (Male host has already 
done this in Step 10) . Pick up the returned bowl, pour hot 
water in it, discard water in kensui, dry it with chakin, and 
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